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MAIN COMPONENTS

Single board computer controls 
the system and contains the 
U·track web based software. 

All in one pulse meter, solenoid 
valve, filter and electronic 
module with remote display.

Provides real-time inventory 
control and manages different 
alarm points.

System keypad with a full 
colour, touch screen and a full 
QWERTY keypad provides full 
access to NEX·U·® and U·track.

Handheld displays. U·vision+ 
also includes system access 
keypad.



KEEPING THE 
   FLUID TRACK

EFFICIENT FLUID MANAGEMENT FOR:
- Automotive service centers and car dealers
- Heavy-duty maintenance
- Fleet centers
- Lube trucks and mobile service centres

NEX·U·® keeps track of your fluids…  
keeps track of your profit.

Every year a large volume of lubricants and other service 
fluids are purchased...

- Do you know how it is used?
- Do you know how much is lost?
- Do the volumes purchased reconcile with the volumes sold? 

If you cannot answer any of these questions, 
then you need to track your fluids.

 NEX·U·®: connects you with efficient, simple and modern fluid tracking.

 NEX·U·®: Every drop counts.

 NEX·U·®: Real time, permanent inventory control. Set alarm and 
  re-ordering levels for no running out of fluids.

NEX·U·® ADAPTS TO YOUR OPERATION 
- System access through a keypad, oil gun module or any computer terminal, laptop, tablet or   
 smartphone used as a virtual keypad.
- Power to open solenoid valves is always wired, no batteries.
- Data transmission can be wireless or wired, to better meet your needs.
- Does not need installation in any of your computers or server. 
- Web based software, accessible to all terminals connected. 

DMS CONNECTION
MORE SECURED TRANSACTIONS: VALIDATE VARIOUS JOB ORDER FIELDS AND 
INTEGRATE TRANSACTION DETAILS.
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